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A

Write short essays in English on three of the following:
1

Is the Mahbhrata enhanced by the complexity of its plot?

2

Why do you think the Upaniads are some of the most revered Sanskrit texts?

3

For what reason is the Bhagavad Gt often identiﬁed as a work in its own right,
although it is part of the Mahbhrata?

4

What human values are propounded by the Rmyaa?

5

In what ways did the Buddha teach through personal example?

6

To what extent are morals made attractive in the Hitopadea?

7

In the Sanskrit literature you have read how is royalty portrayed?

8

What justiﬁcation can be given for studying Sanskrit literature? In your answer,
refer to your own experience.

[Each essay carries 12 marks.]
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B
Either (i)

Pinian Grammar

Answer one of the ﬁrst three questions and four from questions 4 – 10.

Essay questions [10 marks each]:

1 Using the eight ‘it’ stras as illustrations, explain the system of ‘it’ sounds used by
Pini in his stras.
2 Giving examples, explain the different ‘strengths’ of a dhtu and the system of kt
and taddhita endings in Sanskrit words.
3 The stra ‘prvatrsiddham’ (8.1.1) in Pini’s Adhyy marks the beginning of a
new process leading to the ﬁnal stra of the work. Explain this process.

Technical questions [6 marks each]:
4 Explain three of the following terms when found in a Pini stra:
(i) p, (ii) eci, (iii) s, (iv) t.
5 Name in Sanskrit three types of samsa giving an example of each with a translation.
6 Give all the stages of sandhi change, and the stras governing these changes, for
the following pairs of words:
(i) rmas atra, (ii) abhavat jalam.
7 Explain the following terms:
(i) aghoa, (ii) paribh,

(iii) parasmaipada.

8 State the sounds named by the following pratyhras, or state the collective designation
of each:
(i) ar, (ii) ha, (iii) ac, (iv) ic.
9 Brieﬂy state the three main stras governing stress, with a translation of each.
10 Complete the following triads and name their vibhakti:
(i) i ___ sup, ii) am au ___ , (iii)  ___ bhis.
[Total: 34 marks]
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or

(ii)

Higher Level Prose Composition

Translate into Sanskrit using the devangar script and observing the rules of sandhi:
There was a jewel which shone like the sun. From that jewel every day
gold was produced, and so it was coveted by many people. Satrjit,
who was devoted to the sun-deity, protected that jewel. Once, when
Ka was dwelling in another city, Akrra hatched a plan. He
approached a certain Ydava and said “Satrjit said that he would give
his daughter in marriage to you, but now he has given her to Ka.
You should kill Satrjit and take the jewel.”
The Ydava did this, but when Ka returned and heard of the
Ydava’s sin he resolved to kill the Ydava. The Ydava came to
Akrra, and requested his help. Akrra replied that the limitless Ka
was not to be defeated. The Ydava quickly left the city.

rmad Bhgavatam (adapted)

The following suggestions may, but need not, be used:
jewel
shines
gold
coveted

mai (m)
bhti
suvara (n)
psita (mfn)

devoted
requests
help
to be defeated

bhakta (mfn)
ycati
upakra (m)
jetavya (mfn)

[34 marks]
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